
 
 

Today’s Daf In Review is being sent l’zecher nishmas Habachur Yechezkel Shraga A”H ben R’ Avrohom 
Yehuda 
 

Yevamos Daf Pey Daled 
 

PEREK YEISH MUTAROS -- PEREK TESHI’I 
 
MISHNA 

• There are some women who were mutar to be married to their husbands, but are assur to their 
yevam. There are some women are mutar to their yavam, but were assur to be married to their 
husbands. There are some women who are mutar to both. There are some women who are 
assur to both.  

o The following are women who were mutar to their husbands, but are assur to their 
yevam: a widow who was married with nissuin to a Kohen, whose brother is the Kohen 
Gadol; the wife of a chalal who has a brother who is a valid Kohen; a valid Jew whose 
brother is a mamzer; a mamzeres who was married to a mamzer who has a brother who 
is a valid Jew; all these are cases of a woman who was mutar to her husband, but is 
assur to the yavam. 

o The following are mutar to their yavam, but were assur to their husbands: a Kohen 
Gadol who gave kiddushin to a widow (and then died), and whose brother is a regular 
Kohen; a chalala who married a valid Kohen, who has a brother who is a chalal; a 
mamzeres who was married to a valid Jew who has a brother who is a mamzer; a valid 
woman who was married to a mamzer who has a brother who is a valid Jew; all these 
are cases of a woman who is mutar to her yavam but was assur to her husband.  

o The following are women who are assur to their husbands and to their yavam: a widow 
who married a Kohen Gadol whose brother is either a Kohen Gadol or a regular Kohen; a 
chalala who married a valid Kohen whose brother is also a valid Kohen; a mamzeres who 
married a valid Jew whose brother is also a valid Jew; a valid woman who married a 
mamzer whose brother is also a mamzer; all these are cases of a woman who is assur to 
her husband and to her yavam. 

o All other women are mutar to their husbands and to their yavams.  
o Regarding shniyos (arayos D’Rabanan): if a woman is a shniya to her husband, but not to 

her yavam, she would be assur to husband and mutar to her yavam; if she is a shniya to 
her yavam but not to her husband, she would be assur to her yavam and mutar to her 
husband; if she is a shniya to them both, she would be assur to them both.  

▪ If a woman marries a man who is a shniya to her, she does not get her kesubah, 
is not paid for the produce of her property used by the husband, she is not 
entitled to support, does not get returned to her the clothing that she brought 
into the marriage and have since become worn out. However, any children that 
they have are valid, and we force them to divorce.  

▪ If a widow marries a Kohen Gadol, or a divorcee or chalutza marries a Kohen, or 
a mamzeres or nesina marries a Yisrael, or a Yisraelis marries a nasin or a 
mamzer, these women would be entitled to their kesubah. 

 
GEMARA 

• Q: In the first list of the Mishna, the Mishna lists a widow who was married with nisuin to a 
Kohen and his brother was a Kohen Gadol (she would be mutar to her husband and assur to the 
yavam). Why couldn’t the Mishna have said the case where she was only married with 
kiddushin, why the need to say that a nisuin was done? A: Since in the later case, which 
discusses a widow who was married with nisuin to a Kohen Gadol, and the Mishna says that the 
woman is assur to her husband and to the yamam, that case must be where nissuin was done 



(which makes her a chalala and therefore assur to the yavam), we also mention nissuin in this 
earlier case as well.  

o Q: Why does the Mishna feel the need to say nissuin because of the later case? There is 
a case listed in between these two cases in the Mishna which discusses a widow who 
was married only with kiddushin to a Kohen Gadol, and she was therefore assur to her 
husband and mutar to her yavam. If so, why doesn’t the earlier case discuss kiddushin 
just like this case discusses kiddushin? A: The reason it discusses nissuin is because of 
the immediately following case, which says that the wife of a chalal is mutar to her 
husband and assur to his valid Kohen brother. That case is only true after nissuin, 
because it is then that the wife herself becomes a chalala. Therefore, the earlier case 
also discusses nissuin as well.  

• Q: Why does the Mishna give the case of where the regular Kohen married a widow, which is 
why she is assur to the yavam who is a Kohen Gadol? Why doesn’t the Mishna give the case 
where the Kohen married her even as a besulah, since she anyway becomes a widow when the 
husband dies!? It can’t be because we look at the woman at the time of her marriage to decide 
whether she is suitable for the yavam (and if she was a besula when she married the Kohen she 
would therefore be matur to the Kohen Gadol as the yavam), because if that was true, a valid 
woman who marries a chalal should be mutar to the yavam who is a valid Kohen, and the 
Mishna says that that is not so!? A: The reason it discusses the case of when he marries a widow 
is to be the same as the case later in the Mishna, where a Kohen Gadol marries a widow (and 
she is therefore assur to her husband). Since that case must discuss where she is a widow at the 
time of marriage, the Mishna discusses this case in the earlier section as well. 

• Q: We learned earlier that R’ Dimi in the name of R’ Yochanan said, if a second generation male 
Mitzri ger married a first generation female Mitzri ger, the child that they have is considered to 
be a second generation Mitzri convert (and would not be allowed to marry a regular Jewish 
woman). R’ Pappa asks, according to this, the Mishna should give another list of examples for 
the 4 categories in our Mishna!? If a second generation Mitzri ger marries 2 women – one who is 
a first generation Mitzri ger and one who is a second generation Mitzri ger, and they each have a 
son (one would be considered a 3rd generation and could only marry a woman who is allowed to 
marry into the “kahal”, and the other would be considered a 2nd generation and could not marry 
a regular Jewish woman), if each son married who they are allowed to marry, that would be a 
case where the women would be mutar to their husbands but would be assur to their yavams. If 
they each married the reverse, that would be a case where the women would be assur to their 
husbands but mutar to their yavams. If they married a giyores (who may marry a regular Jew 
and a Mitzri convert) that would be the case where the woman is mutar to her husband and the 
yavam. If the son who is a second generation Mitzri married an ailunis, that would be a case 
where the woman is assur to her husband and the yavam. If the Halacha follows R’ Dimi, the 
Mishna should list this case as well!? A: The Mishna’s list is not exhaustive, and the Mishna in 
fact left out other cases as well. 

o Q: What other cases were left out, which would show that the Mishna’s case is not 
exhaustive? A: It left out the case of petzu’a daka (if only the husband is a petzu’a daka 
she would be assur to him and mutar to the yavam, if only the yavam is a petza’a daka 
the reverse would be true, if they are both a petzu’a daka then she would be assur to 
both, and if she is a giyores she would be mutar to both). 

▪ Q: That case is not considered to be left out, because it is a case of chayvei 
lavim, and the category of chayvei lavim was already covered with the mention 
of the lav of the Kohen Gadol to the widow!? A: The Mishna mentioned other 
cases of chayvei lavim as well – a chalal who married a valid woman. It must be 
that the previous mention of chayvei lavim was not meant to represent the class 
of chayvei lavim. If so, the case of petzu’a daka was left out, and that is why the 
cases with the Mitzri can also be said to be left out.  

▪ Q: It may be that the case of chayvei lavim was meant to represent the entire 
class, and the reason that the case of chalal was mentioned separately was to 
teach the Halacha of R’ Yehuda in the name of Rav, who says that a valid 



woman is allowed to marry a Kohen who is a chalal. If so, the case of petzu’a 
daka is not left out, so why was the case of the Mitzri left out? 

▪ Q: The Mishna also lists the case that includes the issur of mamzer. If the earlier 
case of chayvei lavim was meant to represent the class, why is the case of 
mamzeirus listed separately? A: It may be that it was listed because the first 
case of chayvei lavim only demonstrated a lav that didn’t apply to all people 
(only to Kohanim), and it therefore felt the need to list a lav that applies to all. If 
so, the case of petzu’a daka is not left out, and the question remains as to why 
the cases of the Mitzri were not listed in our Mishna. 

• The Mishna lists 2 separate cases of mamzeirus. There is no reason to 
have listed both cases. It must be, that the case of chayvei lavim was 
not meant to be representative of the class. If so, we see that petzu’a 
daka was left out, which means that the Mishna’s list is not exhaustive, 
and which is why the cases of the Mitzri were not listed in the Mishna.  

• We mentioned that R’ Yehuda in the name of Rav says that valid women (even daughters of 
Kohanim) are allowed to marry a chalal.  

o Q: Maybe we can bring a proof to this from our Mishna. The Mishna gives the case of a 
chalal who marries a “valid woman”, presumably referring to the valid daughter of a 
Kohen, and it says that this marriage is permitted!? A: The Mishna may be referring to a 
Yisraelis, and she is called valid as being valid to marry a regular Jew.  

▪ Q: When the Mishna discusses the chalal having a “valid brother” it clearly 
refers to him being a valid Kohen, so the same should be meant regarding the 
woman!? A: “Valid” may mean one thing when discussing the brother and 
another thing when discussing the woman.  

o Q: Ravin bar Nachman asked, a Braisa says, the pasuk regarding the women assur to a 
Kohen says the words “lo yikachu” twice, and thereby teaches that a woman is assur 
because of the man. Presumably this means that a woman may not marry a chalal just 
as the man may not marry a chalala!? A: Rava said, the Braisa means that wherever a 
man may not marry a particular woman, that same woman is also assur to marry that 
man. It does not mean that a valid woman may not marry a chalal.  

▪ Q: We already know this from the Tanna Divei R’ Yishmael, who darshened a 
pasuk to teach that a woman is chayuv for all aveiros as is a man!? A: We would 
have thought that drasha only holds true for aveiros that apply to all people, but 
not to ones that apply to a certain subset of people – like Kohanim. The Braisa 
teaches that it applies there as well.  

▪ Q: The pasuk teaches us that a Kohenes is not assur to become tamei like a 
Kohen, based on the pasuk of “Bnei Aharon”, which excludes the women. If not 
for the pasuk, we would think that she would be chayuv. We see that a woman 
would be chayuv even in Kohanic halachos!? A: We only would have thought 
that based on the Braisa, based on the double use of the words “lo yikachu”.  

▪ Others say, that we would think to learn from tumah to elsewhere that women 
are patur. That is why the Braisa needs to teach that they are chayuv.  

 


